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1. Put the noun into a plural form. 

one many one many 

job jobs bell  

knife  axe  

letterbox  chair  

 

2. Match the opposites. 

break new 

cheap repair 

old teach 

good expensive 

learn bad 

 

3. Listen and fill in the gaps. 

Pavel, what do you do? 

I’m a __________________ . I make things out of iron. 

What sort of things do you make? 

I make gates, railings, bells, __________________, letterboxes…look at the pictures. And I also 

repair things. 

What do you __________________? 

Well, you buy something cheap in a supermarket, like an __________________  or a chair. It’s 

really bad quality and it soon breaks, but I can repair it. 

Who do you work __________________? 

I have a __________________  company, but it’s just me. 

Can you learn to be a blacksmith at school? 

Yes, there’s a school in Turnov, but I taught myself. You know, you try and try again and again 

and __________________  from your mistakes... 
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SOLUTIONS 

1. Put the noun into a plural form. 

one many one many 

job jobs bell bells 

knife knives axe axes 

letterbox letterboxes chair chairs 

 

2. Match the opposites. 

break new 

cheap repair 

old teach 

good expensive 

learn bad 

 

3. Listen and fill in the gaps. 

Pavel, what do you do? 

I’m a blacksmith. I make things out of iron. 

What sort of things do you make? 

I make gates, railings, bells, knives, letterboxes…look at the pictures. And I also repair things. 

What do you repair? 

Well, you buy something cheap in a supermarket, like an axe or a chair. It’s really bad quality 

and it soon breaks, but I can repair it. 

Who do you work for? 

I have a small company, but it’s just me. 

Can you learn to be a blacksmith at school? 

Yes, there’s a school in Turnov, but I taught myself. You know, you try and try again and again 

and learn from your mistakes... 


